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I open the Omega Portal and link with you – your
beautiful higher self light body – and it is in this body
that more information and clarity is received and
that in turn comes into your reality – whatever you
would term that to be – as you allow it to be during
the sessions and following the sessions.
It is necessary to let your body be at rest and to open
your awareness and then to identify this great light
body essence that is you. This is what I link with at
this time to draw you all to assemble in the receiving
area of the Station, continuing the inner journey,
continuing the amount of energy experience that is
available to you.
I have no idea what will come through in each
session or any session. I do trust the process and I
do trust Orem, being Commander of the Station of
Light and all of the Beings who work with him. That
process is ongoing. We have simply become more
aware of the presence of the Station and many of
us now consciously link with several of the Beings
who work through the Station and who work in other
ways individually with you.

They are not known generally in the line of
teachings that we call ascended masters, or any of
the beings that we can identify with from the Earth
plane. These Beings are from a greater collective
consciousness. They have no desire to be identified
specifically because they represent the teachings
as are appropriate to us in the human form, and that
comes from the greater levels of consciousness.
So, we are in good hands!
.
“Beloved Orem addressing you here and continuing
with the energy transmission to you, there becomes
the open channel and open pathway for you to
progress.

There is information around you already which you
have sensed in your inner realisations and we have
been presenting to many of you images of groups of
Beings working with you, and perhaps you might be
seeing images of this Light Station, or some of the
areas where many of the Beings assemble
elsewhere, stationed in spheres of light, also
stationed – manifested – in areas of the crystalline
city structures and there are others who do manifest
in the more physical creations that you can see and
visibly identify and perhaps visit.
For all of the purposes of the transmissions we
assemble you in your body of light consciousness
state in this area. Therefore, we are able to present
to you an expanded version of any information
presented to you, because in this sense you are
expanded. You are not just a physical Earth Being.
You are a multi-dimensional presence here with us,
so everything we have you experience here, you are
experiencing in a multi-dimensional way. The words
present the energy, as we have explained to you
previously.
Now, drawing you here into this space at this time,
we also are identifying areas around your present
living circumstances and we are identifying the
areas which can be changed. The energy, in the
intensity of it, has been bringing to you concepts
that have manifested through the consciousness
levels relating to patterns of control or fear – all of

those aspects, which as they are focused upon,
create the reality around different areas and people.
We are also aware of, and we are presenting energy
to the groups of Beings who have developed
technology which can create isolated pockets of
change in the atmosphere. We are aware of what is
occurring around the planet. There are many
different Councils identifying ways to bring back a
pre-existing state of order. We should give you
further information on that. In terms of pre-existing,
there are different states of manifestation and what
has been brought around much of you in the world
is only one possible existence and when you focus
upon the existence that you would choose to live in,
such as that of the light city structure, then you are
participating in the change and transformation and
upliftment.
Identify your thought processes and emotions that
arise from that, and then you shift your attention to
the greater manifested level of consciousness
available and present within everything that has
been presented to you, visibly, or to experience in
your life. You could review this current life pattern
from a higher aspect, where you observe your
choices, your experiences, the relationships. In
reviewing it you are above the level of reaction in
the emotional and thought patterns level and this
gives you the opportunity to create on a greater
scale within the higher light civilisation. We are
lifting you into this during this presentation to you in
the energy and you will be experiencing this.
Now we move you again out of where we are
addressing you which was initially in the receiving
area of the Station but you went quickly beyond that
as you followed the energy presented to you. Again,
we are taking you into a different aspect of creation.
Identify it perhaps in your thinking as a higher level,
higher vibration, you are going up in an elevator. In
this state, you do not need to step into such a
device, for in consciousness we envelop you in the
state and manifested area of where we would draw
you into.

For some of you this will be presented to you in the
form of ancient, sacred, areas that have existed
within your consciousness handed to you in stories
and experiences drawn out of the memory of many
beings, and always within that pattern there exists
an aspect which is out of time and dimension –
physical dimension – and this is where you are able
to absorb a greater amount of information energy
patterns around you. It is similar to taking you to the
edge of your consciousness field, because in this
state also, you are in a state of consciousness that
you have not experienced to this appropriate entry
at this point of your existence.
Draw upon the light frequency pattern here.
The experience you may be having is that you are
in the centre of an aspect of the universe, around
you which you sense is moving, and it indeed it is
moving to the extent that as you are aligned in the
still centre to Source Energy Creation, then you are
creating a link to a dimensional gateway which is
already existing around you. We are helping you to
align to that. Thus, you bring in the potential for you
to work with, to manifest in the new civilisation.
All of this is presenting to you a new pattern of
thought, of which the concept is available to you to
retain in conscious memory. The manifestation will
come to you within that consciousness. All of our
Station and the Beings assisting the process are
within this same state of consciousness. This is the
sense we speak about of you being One with
Creative Source Energy.
You are becoming aware again as your presence as
your light body here and we assist you to be back in
the receiving area in the Station of Light. The
process is adjusting you from that inner connection
and we bring you back again to be aware that you
are held within an energy structure. The energy
structure is not confining you – it is supporting you.
Within that energy structure you will be aware of
points of connection to different Beings and in
particular the one who has addressed you here
previously – Su Yan Rah – is here with you.”

“In addressing you at this stage, it is possible to
create a greater separation from elements that you
are exposed to in your life. Because you are open
to these deeper states of consciousness, you are
also more sensitive to the energy field around other
spaces that you travel into and around other people.
We are separating you from that in this time. We
also give to you the understanding that if you
maintain the sense of integrity of your energy field,
which includes a balanced view of all that occurs
around you, this also helps to create the
strengthened energy structure around you.
The information that we present to you is held in an
energy sphere and there is a sequence to what is
presented to you and how it is done. The sequence
relates to the amount of energy you receive and
how you do receive it and retain it and use it, and
also this is assessed every time we bring you
together into this space and as I come to you in my
form, I also am assessing that and I can also assess
that which can be presented to you as you trust and
open and accept the energy field and what is held
within the energy field around you.

My thanks to you Orem and Su Yan Rah. Lani
speaking to you again and now I bring your attention
fully back into your beautiful light body as it is here.
Learn to really identify that. Learn to realise that it is
not the same as your physical body, even though it
can convey what the physical body is experiencing
so that aspects can be cleared or changed.
So, now you lovely light bodies, you must come
back to your physical form. Feel the merge, the
integration of that greater aspect into your current
physicality.
Thank you, and I I close the Omega Portal on this
transmission.
Thank you

Lani

This is done in a sequence so that you are involved
personally in the process. We perceive some of you
are moving into different roles where you are aware
of being present in meetings, you are aware of
putting your energy to assist projects. In this
consciousness state in which you are receiving this
now, you will also be aware of assistance in all of
those processes, wherever you are present.
We acknowledge all that you have achieved to this
state and we acknowledge what you have yet to feel
that you will achieve. We observe it all. We withdraw
and leave you with Commander Orem. We thank
you “
“Now Beings of Light, I will now withdraw so you will
retain the memory of this experience and continue
to work with it. In doing that, you draw on more of
what was presented to you during this transmission

Orem out “
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